1. Introduction

Recent developments in nanoscience and nanotechnology opened fundamental and applied new frontiers in science and materials engineering. Advanced materials are being developed with enhanced chemical and physical properties with unique characteristics. The properties of these materials are determined not only by their composition and chemical bonds, but also by size and morphology.

The emerging field of nanotechnology is mostly focused on carbon and inorganic based nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, transition metal nanotubes and nanowires (Iijima, 1991; Tenne et al., 1992; Endo et al., 1996; Dresselhaus et al., 2001). Systems containing aluminosilicates have been investigated as mesoporous materials in the form of zeolite and alumina. Although they have not yet received as much attention, clay minerals can also form nanostructured layered materials and nanotubes with remarkable geometric properties. Imogolite is the most representative species of this case, since it has been studied in a pre-nano (1970) decade (Cradwick et al., 1972) and has been nearly forgotten until recently. Since 2000 (Bursill et al., 2000; Tamura & Kawamura, 2002; Mukherjee et al., 2005; Nakagaki & Wypych, 2007), these structures gained again prominence in the literature and appear as an emerging field of research. They can be used as nanoreactors for selective catalysts, adsorbent, nanocable, support for the immobilization of metalloporphyrins, encapsulation and ionic conductor (Nakagaki & Wypych, 2007; Kuc & Heine, 2009).

Although the nanotube (NT) term is recent, the idea of a small tubular structure is not new. In 1930, Linus Pauling (1930) proposed the existence of cylindrical structures formed by minerals in nature. Based on asbestos related minerals, Pauling proposed that if two faces of a mineral are not symmetrical, there will be a structural mismatch between the layers leading to its deformation and curvature. Chrysotile, halloysite and imogolite are examples of such structures. Unfortunately, Pauling concluded that layered materials with symmetric
structure, such as WS\(_2\) and MoS\(_2\), are not likely to form closed cylindrical structures. It took, however, until 1992 when Tenne, Remskar and others showed that tubular structures are possible from these materials regardless of the missing symmetry (Tenne et al., 1992; Remskar, 2004; Tenne, 2006).

Imogolite, Halloysite, and Chrysotile are examples of naturally occurring nanostructured clay minerals. Imogolite occurs naturally in soils of volcanic origin and is composed of single-walled NTs. The tube walls consist of a curved gibbsite-like sheet (Al(OH))\(_3\), where the inner hydroxyl surface of the gibbsite is substituted by (SiO\(_3\))OH groups. This structure possesses a composition of (HO)\(_3\)Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)SiOH, which is the sequence of atoms encountered on passing from the outer to the inner surface of the tube (Guimaraes et al., 2007). Halloysite is a clay mineral with stoichiometry Al\(_2\)Si\(_2\)O\(_5\)(OH)\(_4\) \(n\)H\(_2\)O that can grow into long tubules and is chemically similar to kaolinite (Giese & Datta, 1973; White et al., 2009). It consists of a gibbsite octahedral sheet (Al(OH))\(_3\), which is modified by siloxane groups at the outer surface (Guimaraes et al., 2010). The chrysotile structure is composed of brucite (Mg(OH))\(_2\) and tridymite (silicon dioxide, SiO\(_2\)) layers. The brucite octahedral sheet forms the outer side of the tube and SiO\(_4\) groups are anchored to the inner side of the tube (Piperno et al., 2007).

The structures of imogolite (Cradowick et al., 1972), halloysite (Bates et al., 1950a) and chrysotile (Bates et al., 1950b) have been identified between the 1950th and 1970ths through spectroscopic methods. However, recently, those clays again became the focus of research and patents (Price & Gaber; Redlinger & Corkery, 2007) due to the great interest in the nanometric structures. Nanostructures (nanotubes and nanospirals) of clay minerals are very versatile systems, and are target materials for applications in catalysis (Imamura et al., 1996), molecular sieves and adsorbents (Ackerman et al., 1993), inorganic support for catalysts (Nakagaki & Wypych, 2007), controlled drug release (Veerabadran et al., 2007), formation of composites, controlled release devices of herbicides, fungicides and insecticides (Lvov et al., 2008) and anti-corrosion agents.

The increasing interest of clay mineral based NTs requires better understanding of their structures and properties. However, in most cases, samples of natural and synthetic compounds present only low crystallinity, leading to low-resolution structural data from X-ray diffraction measurements. Thus, a complementary approach involving spectroscopic methods and computational simulation can help in the interpretation of results and obtained structural data.

In the present chapter, the stability and properties of the nanostructured aluminosilicates will be reviewed and discussed with the focus on the computer modeling of such systems. The first theoretical investigations on the aluminosilicate NTs were mostly based on force fields specially developed for these systems (Tamura & Kawamura, 2002). The size of the unit cell is normally a limitation for using quantum mechanical calculations. Notwithstanding, quantum mechanical methods are being applied to such systems. Density functional theory (DFT), presently the most popular method to perform quantum-mechanical calculations, is the state-of-the-art method to study clay mineral nanotubes with high predictive power. First applications used the approximation to DFT implemented to the SIESTA (Artacho et al., 1999; Soler et al., 2002) code, which uses pseudo potentials and localized numerical atomic-orbital basis sets and it is well parallelized for multicore machines. Recently, the helical symmetry has been implemented in the CRYSTAL (Dovesi et
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al., 2009) program, reducing significantly the computational costs for treating high-symmetry nanotubes (those at the equilibrium position in case no Peierls distortions are present), and hence making full-electron calculations of these systems feasible. However, if one investigates chemical modification in the NT structure, the use of helical symmetry becomes limited. In the last few years we have used an approximate Density Functional method called Density Functional based Tight Binding with self Consistent Charge corrections (SCC-DFTB) (Elstner et al., 1998) method, as implemented in the deMon-nano (Heine et al., 2009) and DFTB+ programs (Aradi et al., 2007). The SCC-DFTB method, for a recent review see (Oliveira et al., 2009), can lead to results which are nearly equivalent to DFT calculations although some orders of magnitude faster. The SCC-DFTB method uses a non-orthogonal tight-binding approach where all parameters are consistently computed using DFT, together with a minimal valence basis set. This method has been successfully applied to inorganic and carbon NTs (Enyashin & Seifert, 2005; Ivanovskaya et al., 2006; Stefanov et al., 2008; Enyashin et al., 2009; Kuc & Heine, 2009; Rasche et al., 2010). In our laboratory, we have applied successfully the SCC-DFTB method to investigate the stability, electronic and mechanical properties of the nanostructured aluminosilicates (Guimaraes et al., 2007; Kuc & Heine, 2009; Guimaraes et al., 2010).

2. Imogolite-like nanotubes – Gibbsite as a template for new materials

The careful analysis of the imogolite structure is particularly elucidative and can help to envisage strategies to design new materials. It is normally described as a NT where the external part consists of a curved gibbsite-like sheet (Al(OH)₃ and in the inner hydroxyls are replaced by SiO₃(OH) groups.

The gibbsite structure (figure 1a) is a layered material with the Al(OH)₃ stoichiometry. Normally it crystallizes in hexagonal or prismatic structures with monoclinic symmetry. Each sheet of gibbsite is composed by hexacoordinated aluminum atoms arranged between two layers of hydroxyls. Each hydroxyl bounds to two aluminum centers, resulting in electrically neutral sheets. The layers are kept together through hydrogen bonds.

The hypothetical gibbsite monolayer (Frenzel et al., 2005) and the respective gibbsite NT (Enyashin & Ivanovskii, 2008) have been investigated using DFT and SCC-DFTB calculations. The strain energy, that is, the relative energy with respect to the planar monolayer, depicted in figure 2, does not show a minimum. It presents the same behavior as other inorganic and carbon NTs (Enyashin et al., 2007). However, the hypothetical gibbsite NT is unlikely to be synthesized using conventional synthesis approaches in aqueous solution through hydrolysis, as this is leading to the thermodynamic most stable lamellar structure. It is important to point out that other inorganic and carbon NTs are synthesized in very specific and well controlled experiments and the NTs are the kinetic product of the synthesis. It is well known that graphene is equivalent to a nanotube with infinite diameter and represents the more stable conformation with respect to the carbon NTs.

Figure 1b shows clearly how the fragment SiO₄⁴⁻ binds to the gibbsite surface to form imogolite. The mismatch of the bond lengths lead to the curvature of the gibbsite layer and to the formation of the imogolite NT. There is an optimal curvature which leads to the minimum strain in the structure. This explains why imogolite is monodisperse with very well-defined geometrical parameters and symmetry.
The roll-up process can lead to different symmetries depending on the rolling direction \( \mathbf{B} \) in the 2D lattice (figure 3-a), where \( \mathbf{B}=n\mathbf{a}_1+m\mathbf{a}_2 \) (\( \mathbf{a}_1, \mathbf{a}_2 \) are lattice vectors of the hexagonal lattice). In principle, three classes of NTs can be constructed: \textit{armchair} \((n,n)\), \textit{zigzag} \((n,0)\) and \textit{“chiral”} \((n,m)\), with \( n \neq m \). However, only zigzag tubes (figure 3-b) have been experimentally observed.

The synthesis of imogolite occurs in mild conditions and in aqueous solution. However, its mechanism of formation is rather complex and involves self assembly. The Al\(^{3+} \) ions in solution rapidly hydrolyze forming polynuclear species (Bi \textit{et al.}, 2004). It has been pointed out that the thermodynamic equilibrium is not achieved rapidly and the kinetics is very slow (Casey, 2006). The silicates in solution are a very complicated system forming many polynuclear intermediates (Exley \textit{et al.}, 2002; Schneider \textit{et al.}, 2004). The imogolite formation
mechanism may occur through self assembly, where silicate and aluminate species are combined to form proto-imogolite. It is important to highlight that this process is very sensitive to pH, ionic strength and concentration. The many concurrent reaction channels can be displaced very easily modifying the equilibria and the product. In fact, it is well known that the pH has to be tightly controlled in order to successfully synthesize imogolite. In fact, only recently, it has been shown that the imogolite formation mechanism involves proto-imogolite structures which oligomerize to form the NTs (Doucet et al., 2001; Mukherjee et al., 2005; Yucelen et al., 2011). The fact that the synthesis occurs in aqueous solution means that the pH and, consequently, the involved species acidic constants ($pK_a = -\log(K_a)$) are very important and guide the hydrolysis.

![Fig. 3. (a) Hypothetical 2D imogolite layer with vector $a_1$ and $a_2$ and (b) zigzag (12,0) imogolite NT. White atoms, H; red, O; gray, Al; yellow, Si. Adapted with permission from (Guimaraes et al., 2007). Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.](image-url)

Recently, the imogolite-like structure aluminogermanate has been synthesized (Levard et al., 2008; Levard et al., 2010). Here, the SiO$_4^{4-}$ is replaced by GeO$_4^{4-}$ fragments. However, to the best of our knowledge, no other imogolite-like structure except Ge-imogolite has been synthesized so far. Species such as H$_3$PO$_4$, H$_3$AsO$_3$, H$_3$AsO$_4$ are also strong candidates to form imogolite-like structures. However, it seems that their acid/base properties would lead to drastically different experimental conditions in order to perform the synthesis. The experimental conditions for synthesizing other imogolite-like NTs remain to be determined.
In table 1, the pKa of the different species are presented. Ge(OH)$_4$ and Si(OH)$_4$ have similar pKa values, possibly explaining why the alumino-germanate NTs have been synthesized using similar procedures. Comparing the pKa values of the species at table 1, one could argue that aluminoarsenite NTs also could be synthesized in similar experimental conditions of the aluminosilicate NTs, while for NT based on phosphoric and arsenic acid it would be necessary to decrease the pH. Although the synthesis of imogolite-like structures is very challenging, it is an interesting strategy for designing new nanostructured materials. Replacing the Si(OH)$_4$ species in the imogolite structure, one can easily control the diameter and electrostatic potential of the NT inner part.

Finally, gibbsite can be envisaged as a template for developing new nanostructured materials such as imogolite-like NTs. The mild conditions for the synthesis in aqueous solutions make them very attractive for technological and environmental applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Distance / Å</th>
<th>pKa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M-O</td>
<td>O-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Al(H$_2$O)$<em>6$]$</em>{3+}$</td>
<td>1.934</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si(OH)$_4$</td>
<td>1.663</td>
<td>2.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ge(OH)$_4$</td>
<td>1.799</td>
<td>2.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_3$PO$_4$</td>
<td>1.473/1.641$^2$</td>
<td>2.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_3$AsO$_4$</td>
<td>1.615/1.811$^2$</td>
<td>2.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_3$AsO$_3$</td>
<td>1.839</td>
<td>2.841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Acidity constants and geometrical parameters of species. Calculations performed at the PBE/TZVP level of theory; Distances related to double and single bonds, respectively.

3. Imogolite nanotubes – Stability and structural properties

It is still an unsolved problem controlling the dimensions of nanotubes during synthesis in order to produce monodisperse NTs. Several theoretical studies on NTs, such as C, BN, MoS$_2$, TiO$_2$ (Hernandez et al., 1998; Seifert et al., 2000; Enyashin & Seifert, 2005) have shown that the strain energy decreases monotonically with increasing of tube radius. No energy minimum is observed in the strain energy curve. Therefore, these NTs are not thermodynamical products and they must be seen as kinetic products.

However, as shown elsewhere (Mukherjee et al., 2005; Yucelen et al., 2011), dealing with a number of experimental conditions (e.g., reactant composition, concentration, pH, temperature and time) it is possible to control structure, dimensions and composition of aluminosilicate (imogolite) and aluminofermanate NTs. Imogolite NTs are single walled and present well defined structure and dimensions. The external and internal diameters of imogolite NTs are estimated to be 2.3 and 1.0 nm, respectively, with average length of 100 nm.

At present, the stability of imogolite NTs is well investigated. Several theoretical studies (Tamura & Kawamura, 2002; Konduri et al., 2006; Alvarez-Ramirez, 2007; Guimaraes et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2009; Demichelis et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011) using different methodologies indicated that there is clearly a minimum in the strain energy curve of the imogolite. However, the minimum value is still a matter of controversy. In 1972, based on X-ray and
electron diffraction analyses, Cradwick et al. (1972) first reported that the circumference of natural imogolite NT is composed by 10 hexagonal gibbsite rings. Few years later, Farmer et al. (1977) have synthesized the first imogolite nanotube which contained 12 hexagonal gibbsite rings around its circumference, figure 3.

The first theoretical assessment on NT stability was carried out in the framework of molecular dynamics simulation using a classical many-body potential (Tamura & Kawamura, 2002) with specific parameters for imogolite. The total energy obtained with this method has the minimum strain energy per atom around a tube diameter of 2.6-2.9 nm, which means 16 gibbsite units around the circumference. Konduri et al. carried out molecular dynamics simulations for imogolite NTs employing the CLAYFF force field (Konduri et al., 2006). According to this work, the force field accurately reproduced the properties of aluminosilicate minerals including gibbsite, and the CLAYFF simulations (Konduri et al., 2006) reproduced the experimental findings of Farmer et al. (1977) with 12 gibbsite units around the tube.

The zigzag and armchair imogolite NTs stabilities have been studied within SCC-DFTB by (Guimaraes et al., 2007). The calculated strain energy per atom for both chiralities have shown the same behavior, although zigzag NTs are more stable than armchair ones and have a minimum with 12 gibbsite units around circumference, i.e., (12,0) (figure 4).

The NT stability can also be explained in the framework of a model based on the classical theory of elasticity. For several NTs, including C, BN, MoS$_2$, TiO$_2$ (Hernandez et al., 1998; Seifert et al., 2000; Enyashin & Seifert, 2005) the tube’s strain energy $E_{str}$ per atom can be related to the elastic modulus $Y$, the thickness $h$ of monolayer and by the tube radius $R$:

$$E_{str} = \frac{a}{R^2} + \frac{bh^3}{R^2} + \frac{\Delta\sigma \cdot h}{R}$$

The strain energy per atom follows the general trend $1/R^2$ for all known NTs except for imogolite. When the tube is formed by a symmetric layer, equation 1 is valid. Imogolite is composed of nonsymmetrical aluminosilicate layer and a difference in the surface tensions $\Delta\sigma$ of outer and inner tube surfaces must be taken into account. As a result, an additional contribution is included to strain energy as can be seen in equation 2 and 3.

$$E_{str} = \frac{5.2}{R^2} - \frac{1.1}{R} \quad (3)$$

In which $E_{str}$ is given in eV atom$^{-1}$, $R$ in Å, $a$ in eV atom$^{-1}$ Å$^2$, and $b$ in eV atom$^{-1}$ Å. The surface energy $\Delta\sigma$ supports a negative curvature, which decreases the strain energy and introduces a minimum into the $E_{str}(R)$ curve. The fit of the obtained $E_{str}$ and $R$ values for imogolite NTs using equation 2 describes the change of the strain energy in the wide range of radii quite well (figure 4).
First-principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) have been performed to study the energetics of imogolite NT as a function of tube diameter (Zhao et al., 2009). A localized linear combination of numerical atomic-orbital basis sets has been used for the valence electrons and nonlocal pseudopotentials have been adopted for the atomic core. The DFT strain energy curve for imogolite NTs indicates an energy minimum for (9,0) structure. Furthermore, there is a local energy minimum for (12,0) nanotube, being 0.14 kJ mol$^{-1}$ less stable than (9,0) structure. The authors assign both global and local energy minima as the natural and synthetic imogolite NTs. According to them, due to the curvature effect of the NTs, the energy minimum arises from shortening of Al-O and Si-O in the inner wall and increase of Al-O bonds in the outer wall.

Recently, first-principles calculations based on DFT have also been performed in order to study the origin of the strain energy minimum in imogolite NTs (Lee et al., 2011). Although the same methodology (DFT), functional (PBE), local basis and program (SIESTA) had been used as the previous discussed work (Zhao et al., 2009), the strain energy curve profile and minimum for imogolite are different. Lee et al. (2011) have found a minimum at (8,0) and the strain energy curve does not present any local minimum, in contrast to Zhao et al. (2009) that found the most stable structure at (9,0) and a local minimum at (12,0).

Demichelis et al. (2010) also contributed to the imogolite energy minimum topic. The authors explored the structure and energetics of imogolite NTs in the framework of full electron DFT. In contrast to the previously discussed works mentioned so far, Demichelis et al. (2010) have used a hybrid functional (B3LYP) in the CRYSTAL program, without the usage of parameterized pseudo potentials (Demichelis et al., 2010). The obtained total energy curve presents a well defined minimum at (10,0) for zigzag NTs and (8,8) for armchair. In order to closely compare the results with ones obtained by Zhao et al. (2009), Demichelis et al. (2010) have optimized the most stable imogolite structures (n=8-13) using the PBE.
exchange-correlation functional. The total energy curve presents a minimum at (9,0), in contrast to (10,0) from B3LYP, although the absolute energy difference is only 0.4 kJ mol$^{-1}$ per formula unit. Besides, Demichelis et al. (2010) have assigned the reason imogolite zigzag NTs (n,0) are more stable than armchair (n,n), which are mainly related to the geometrical setting of the inner wall. According to Demichelis et al. (2010), oxygen atoms from neighboring SiO$_4$ present shorter distances for (n,0) tubes compared to (n,n). Moreover, the presence of hydrogen bonds chains in the inner wall of the zigzag tubes allows stabilization of the curled structure in comparison to the armchair one. Lee et al. (2011) also presented evidences that the unique arrangement of inner silanol groups (Si-OH) and the hydrogen network are the origin of the strain energy minimum and are the reason for preference of the zigzag chirality. According to those authors, depending on the rolling direction, inner silanol OH groups produce distinct hydrogen bond (HB) networks, e.g., for zigzag tubes occurs disk inner HB because inner OH groups are aligned with zigzag like rolling direction in parallel and helix-like inner HB networks occurs to armchair. The zigzag NTs can effectively construct inner HB networks. In order to evaluate the zigzag preference, Lee et al. (2011) have investigated the structural relaxation of hydrogen saturated curved gibbsite-like imogolite, i.e., a piece of gibbsite like with armchair configuration. The obtained results have shown the curved gibbsite-like tubes spontaneously change the chirality from armchair to zigzag by shortening inner HB distances and changing the rolling direction. However, it is important to note that for all discussed works the calculations have been performed in the gas phase and it does not take into account the water solvent and the rather large interaction of the protons with the solvent. Furthermore, the synthesis of imogolite is carried out in aqueous solution and the water must play an important role in the HB network formed inside and outside the imogolite NT.

Besides the structural properties, the electronic and mechanical properties of imogolite NTs have also been calculated. For instance, from SCC-DFTB (Guimaraes et al., 2007) estimates, imogolite is insulator with high band gap value. The calculated Young’s moduli for imogolite lies in the range of 175-390 GPa, similar to the other inorganic NTs such as MoS$_2$ (230 GPa) and GaS (270 GPa). The electrostatic field based on the SCC-DFTB charges is shown at figure 5. Imogolite presents negative charges at the inner walls and positive charges at the outer walls. However, it is important to note that these are gas phase calculations and in the aqueous solution the acidity of the hydroxyl groups can change the charge distribution along the structure.

Fig. 5. Electrostatic field of the imogolite (12,0). Adapted with permission from (Guimaraes et al., 2007). Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society.
4. Halloysite nanotubes – Stability and structural properties

Halloysite is a clay mineral normally described as a gibbsite octahedral sheet \((\text{Al(OH)}_3)\), which is modified by siloxane groups at the outer surface (figure 6), and has a 1:1 Al:Si ratio and stoichiometry \(\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_5(\text{OH})_4\cdot n\text{H}_2\text{O}\) (Guimaraes et al., 2010). Halloysite exhibits a range of morphologies, and according to Joussein et al. (2005) the structure will depend on crystallization conditions and geological occurrences. Various morphologies are reported in the literature, as platy and spheroidal crystals, scroll, glomerular or ‘onion-like’ and the hollow tubular structure, which is the most common one. The size of halloysite tubes varies from 500-1000 nm in length, 15-100 nm in inner diameter, depending on the substrate (Guimaraes et al., 2010).

![Halloysite layer formed by gibbsite octahedral sheet and siloxane groups. (a) top view and (b) side view. (c) Detail of the top view. White atoms are H, red - O, blue – Al, yellow – Si.](image)

Halloysite has the same stoichiometrical composition of kaolinite, except for its water content. Layered halloysite occurs mainly in two different polymorphs, the hydrated form (with interlayer spacing of 10 Å) with the formula \(\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_5(\text{OH})_4\cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O}\) and the anhydrous form (with interlayer spacing of 7 Å) and kaolinite composition - \(\text{Al}_2\text{Si}_2\text{O}_5(\text{OH})_4\). The intercalated water is weakly bound and can be readily and irreversibly removed (Joussein et al., 2005).

According to Lvov et al. (2008) the reason why planar kaolinite rolls into a tube remains unclear. In the review article of Joussein et al. (2005) some questions are pointed out. Dixon and Mckee (Dixon & McKee, 1974) proposed the tubes are formed by layer rolling, caused by dimensional mismatch between the octahedral and tetrahedral layers and weak interaction bonds. In the hydrated halloysite, the rolling leaves a small space between the adjacent layers, although the dehydration does not change the structure. As reported by Bailey (1990) the dimensional mismatch between the octahedral and tetrahedral layers also occurs to kaolinite. However, the mismatch is corrected by rotation of alternate tetrahedral in opposite directions, while in halloysite the rotation is blocked by interlayer water molecules.
Halloysite NTs are attractive materials due to availability and vast range of applications. Besides, in contrast to other nanomaterials, naturally occurring halloysite is easily obtained and an inexpensive nanoscale container. For instance, halloysite is a viable nanocage for inclusion of biologically active molecules with specific sizes due to the empty space inside the NT (Price & Gaber; Price et al., 2001). It has been used as support for immobilization of catalysts such as metallocomplexes (Nakagaki & Wypych, 2007; Machado et al., 2008) and for the controlled release of anti-corrosion agents, herbicides, fungicides (Price & Gaber; Shchukin et al., 2006; Shchukin & Mohwald, 2007). It exhibits interesting features and offers potential application as entrapment of hydrophilic and lipophilic active agents, as enzymatic nanoscale reactor (Shchukin et al., 2005); as sustained release of drugs (Price et al., 2001; Levis & Deasy, 2003; Kelly et al., 2004; Veerabadran et al., 2007); as adsorbing agent for dye removal (Liu et al., 2011). It can be employed to improve mechanical performance of cements and polymers (Hedicke-Höchstötter et al., 2009).

Imogolite and halloysite have the same gibbsite layer composition but differ in the arrangement of silicate atoms and in the Al:Si ratio, 2:1 and 1:1, respectively. The way silicon atoms are bonded to gibbsite octahedral rings is also different. In imogolite NT, (SiO$_3$)OH groups are anchored to the inner side of the tube at gibbsite octahedral rings (figure 7a), while in halloysite siloxane groups are bonded via only one oxygen atom to gibbsite octahedral rings at the outer part (figure 7b), and the apical oxygen of tetrahedra becomes the vertices of octahedra.

![Fig. 7. Scheme presenting the different way silicon atoms are bonded to gibbsite octahedral ring at (a) imogolite and (b) halloysite.](image)

As discussed earlier, the strain energy of imogolite NTs is an apparent exception, once instead of decreasing monotonically this function presents a minimum. At a first glance, the strain energy per atom for halloysite NTs (figure 8) decreases with increasing tube radius (R) and converges approximately as $1/R^2$, as demonstrated with SCC-DFTB calculations (Guimaraes et al., 2010). However, a detailed look at the calculated values $E_{str}$ shows that they can be better fitted by the following equation (Eq. 4):

$$E_{str} = \frac{49.0}{R^2} - \frac{3.0}{R}$$

(4)
In which $E_{\text{str}}$ is given in eV atom$^{-1}$ and $R$ in Å. The values of 49.0 and 3.0 are given in eV atom$^{-1}$ Å$^2$ and eV atom$^{-1}$ Å, respectively. For a wide region between 24 and 54 Å of the extrapolated curve, halloysite NTs have slightly negative values for strain energies and are more stable than the respective monolayer. Thus, halloysite NTs are described by a similar equation used to fit the strain energies of imogolite NTs (Guimaraes et al., 2007). It is not an unexpected result, since halloysite NTs are composed of an asymmetrical aluminosilicate layers and should have different tension promoting the formation of a curved structure.

The minimum of $E_{\text{str}}$ curve for halloysite NTs is much less pronounced compared to that of imogolite NTs, the minimum is only 7 meV/atom below the energy of the layer, which is 5-6 times smaller than the corresponding values for imogolite. This explains the morphological distinction between experimental observations on halloysite and imogolite, that exist as multi-walled and single-walled NTs, respectively. The strain energy difference between halloysite NTs is small enough to explain the existence of a set of multi-walled NTs with large radii distribution. In contrast, imogolite NTs are strongly monodisperse.

Halloysite is an aluminosilicate which has two different basal faces. The first one consists of a tetrahedral silicate surface Si-O-Si while the other basal surface has gibbsite octahedral layer (Al(OH)$_3$). In principle, both faces are - as ideal structures in theory - electrically neutral. The charges inside and outside halloysite NTs are related to their structure and adsorption properties. The charges obtained with SCC-DFTB calculations (Guimaraes et al., 2010) have been used to get the electrostatic potential map of some halloysite NTs, as shown in figure 9. As it can be seen, the inner wall of tube is mainly positively charged, while the outer surface has a weakly negative charge, in good agreement with observations by Lvov et al. (2008). According to these authors, below pH 8.5 the tube cavity has a positive inner surface and negatively charged outer surface.

Fig. 8. Strain energy as a function of tube radius for $(n,0)$ (closed circles) and $(n,n)$ (open circles) single walled halloysite NTs and $(n,0)$ (closed squares) and $(n,n)$ (open squares) single walled imogolite NTs. Reprinted with permission from (Guimaraes et al., 2010) Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
Fig. 9. Electrostatic field nearby halloysite NTs of different chiralities: 1 – armchair (7,7), 2 – zigzag (12,0), 3 – zigzag (19,0) (the views along the tubes’ axis are shown) and 4 – a diagonal view for zigzag (19,0) NT. Different colors show equipotential surfaces: -3.0, -2.0, -1.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 e/Å. Reprinted with permission from (Guimaraes et al., 2010). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

Experimental results from natural samples indicate that the halloysite structure at the edge is disrupted, and the surface groups can be protonated or deprotonated originating variable charge (Theng et al., 1982). For instance, halloysite presents negative charge at pH higher than 3 (Theng et al., 1982), and its isoelectric point is around pH 3. In this way, the edges are considered to be positively charged at low pH, neutral at isoelectric point and negatively charged at higher pH (Braggs et al., 1994). The negative charge can be ascribed to the deprotonation of water and hydroxyl groups bound to aluminum and silicon at the edges (Theng et al., 1982), and the hydroxyl groups are considered to be the principal reactive sites. Furthermore, Machado et al. (2008) have shown the immobilization of anionic and cationic metalloporphyrins into halloysite NTs occurs at high rates while for neutral metalloporphyrins the immobilization was not observed. The cationic immobilization can occur via SiO₂ groups, while anionic immobilization may occur through aluminol groups at halloysite edges.

5. Chrysotile nanotubes – Structural properties

Chrysotile and lizardite are fibrous natural phyllosilicate minerals which belong to the serpentine group and present 1:1 structure. They have the same empirical formula Mg₃Si₂O₅(OH)₄ (Falini et al., 2004; Anbalagan et al., 2010), as can be seen in figure 10. Chrysotile constitutes approximately 95% percent of the manufactured asbestos and presents three polytypes: clinochrysotile (Whittaker, 1956a), orthochrysotile (Whittaker, 1956b) and parachrysotile (Whittaker, 1956c). Clinochrysotile is the most common one. While lizardite, more abundant than chrysotile, presents a planar shape, chrysotile presents a tubular form. Chrysotile and lizardite are composed by octahedral sheet, brucite
(magnesium dihydroxide, Mg(OH)$_2$) and tetrahedral layer tridymite (silicon dioxide, SiO$_2$), figure 10. The outer part of chrysotile is formed by brucite and the inner part by tridymite.

Figure 10 shows the structures of tridymite, brucite, lizardite and chrysotile. The superposition of the tetrahedral and octahedral layers results in 1:1 lizardite which has the hexagons formed by Mg-O bounds (from brucite) located on the center of the hexagon formed by Si-O bounds (from tridymite). The connections of brucite and tridymite to form lizardite occur via the apical oxygen of the SiO$_4$ layer which are connected directly with the Mg atoms of brucite. The connection of brucite and tridymite layers occurs in the same way as in chrysotile NTs.

Chrysotile is a nanosized and tube-shaped material with lower mechanical strength and it is always uncapped. Chrysotile (Piperno et al., 2007; Anbalagan et al., 2010) can be synthesized in aqueous solution under mild conditions, easily modified (Wypych et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009) and functionalized (Nakagaki & Wypych, 2007). Therefore chrysotile is an interesting target material to be used as component of hybrid materials, support for catalysis, ionic channels, molecular sieving, for gas storage (Halma et al., 2006; Nakagaki et al., 2006; Nakagaki & Wypych, 2007) and other applications in nanotechnology. Stoichiometric chrysotile has been synthesized and characterized by structural and spectroscopy analyses (Falini et al., 2002; Falini et al., 2004). Chrysotile is found as multiwalled nanotubes with inner diameter around 1-10 nm, outer diameter around 10-50 nm and the size can reach the millimeter range (Falini et al., 2004). Chrysotile can also be found in spiral form (Yada, 1967, 1971).

Chrysotile NTs were synthesized and characterized by Piperno and co-workers (2007) using atomic force microscopy and transmission electron Microscopy (TEM). The results have shown that chrysotile NTs exhibit elastic behavior at small deformation. The chrysotile Young’s modulus evaluated by (Piperno et al., 2007) are 159 ± 125 GPa. The stoichiometric chrysotile fibers demonstrate a hollow structure with quite uniform outer diameter around 35 nm and inner diameter about 7-8 nm. The NTs are open ended with several hundred nanometers in length.
Only few theoretical studies concerning chrysotile NTs have been carried out. The chrysotile unit cell is composed by hundreds up to thousands of atoms and, therefore, DFT or ab initio calculations on such systems are computationally time consuming. D’Arco et al. (2009) have studied the stability and structural properties of some armchair chrysotile NTs using the DFT method and helical symmetry approach as it is implemented in the CRYSTAL program (Dovesi et al., 2009). The structural results are in good agreement with the experimental data for NTs and lizardite monolayer. Preliminary results of the strain energy curve of chrysotile calculated using the SCC-DFTB method decreases monotonically with the increase of the radii indicating the monolayer is more stable than the NTs. The chirality does not affect the relative stability of the NTs, i.e., strain energy profile for zigzag and armchair NTs present the same pattern. In spite of the polydispersity of the chrysotile NTs and the environmental concern of asbestos, many attempts for modifying and functionalizing chrysotile NTs have been reported. Chrysotile has been studied in many fields such as support for immobilization of metalloporphyrins, oxidation catalysts, fixation of CO\textsubscript{2} by chrysotile under low-pressure (Larachi et al., 2010), modification of chrysotile surface by organosilanes, functionalization of single layers and nanofibers to produce polymer nanocomposites (Wang et al., 2006; Nakagaki & Wypych, 2007; Wang et al., 2009) and to produce self-assembled systems (De Luca et al., 2009). Furthermore, many studies have reported the partial or total substitutions of magnesium atoms at chrysotile sites for different atoms as Fe and Ni (Bloise et al., 2010). The substitution of Mg atoms at chrysotile by Ni results in another nanotubular material called pecorite (Faust et al., 1969) with empirical formula Ni\textsubscript{3}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}(OH)\textsubscript{4} similar to that of chrysotile. Pecorite and its planar form (called nepouite) can be found in nature (Faust et al., 1969) or synthesized (McDonald et al., 2009; Bloise et al., 2010). Since nickel atoms are usually applied in catalysis, Ni-containing phyllosilicates (Ni-lizardite or nepouite) have been used as catalysts precursors for carbon dioxide reforming of methane (Sivaiah et al., 2011).

The acid leaching of chrysotile is a process used to synthesize SiO\textsubscript{2} nano tubular structure which has been reported recently (Wang et al., 2006). The process occurs by leaching of brucite layers and the reminiscent product is an amorphous material called nano-fibriform silica (Wang et al., 2006) which presents tubular shape and the diameter around 20-30 nm. SCC-DFTB calculations of SiO\textsubscript{2} NTs indicate that these structures are not stable and may easily collapse to the silica structure. However, it opens an interesting opportunity to functionalize the NT surface and eventually create a carbon based structure surrounding the tridymite, SiO\textsubscript{2} structure. Actually, Wang et al. (2009) have been able to modify the outer surface of the nano-fibriform silica with dimethyldichlorosilane. Theoretical investigations of these recently synthesized systems can bring important insights about their structural and mechanical properties and eventually indicate the possibility to design materials with enhanced properties.

6. Final remarks

Nanostructured aluminosilicates are becoming the target for new advanced materials. Their availability, the syntheses in mild conditions and their well defined structures are very attractive characteristics. They are easily functionalized and much effort has been devoted to modify their structures and to enhance their physical and chemical properties. Particularly, the aluminosilicate nanostructure can be envisaged for the development of nanoreactors,
controlled release devices, ion conductors for batteries, gas storage and separation systems. They are insulator and the stiffness of the NT is similar to other inorganic NTs and comparable to steel. Much progress in characterizing and developing new materials based on clay mineral NTs has been obtained in the last few years. The modification (Kang et al., 2010) and the functionalization (Kang et al., 2011) of the imogolite NTs inner walls are recent notable achievements that open new perspectives on the field. Understanding the formation mechanism of such nanostructured clay minerals is also an important achievement broadening the fundamental knowledge about clay mineral NTs. The synthesis of new imogolite-like structures is an important issue and deserves more attention. Actually, the aluminogermanate NTs (Levard et al., 2008; Levard et al., 2010) are an important example of the feasibility of this task and more effort in this direction must be done. In fact, lamellar gibbsite can be seen as a template for modeling and synthesizing new nanostructured imogolite-like structures. Actually, the use of clay NTs for developing new advanced materials has not yet received much attention commensurate with their potential for technological application.
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8. References


The aim of this book is to provide an overview on the importance of stoichiometry in the materials science field. It presents a collection of selected research articles and reviews providing up-to-date information related to stoichiometry at various levels. Being materials science an interdisciplinary area, the book has been divided in multiple sections, each for a specific field of applications. The first two sections introduce the role of stoichiometry in nanotechnology and defect chemistry, providing examples of state-of-the-art technologies. Section three and four are focused on intermetallic compounds and metal oxides. Section five describes the importance of stoichiometry in electrochemical applications. In section six new strategies for solid phase synthesis are reported, while a cross sectional approach to the influence of stoichiometry in energy production is the topic of the last section. Though specifically addressed to readers with a background in physical science, I believe this book will be of interest to researchers working in materials science, engineering and technology.
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